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Changes since version -02

• updated XML schema to match GGF naming conventions

• highlight of the fact that there is an easy transformation possible to convert IETF traceroute records to GGF traceroute records (naming and parameters positioning issues)
Comments received from WGLC

- Reviews received from Lars Eggert and Ron Bonica
  - many thanks!

- Issues
  - Section 2: Definition of traceroute
    - needs to become more formal
    - terminology not consistent
    - discuss differences between existing traceroute implementations
  - Section 4
    - discussion requested of routers increasing TTL more than one
  - Section 5 XML schema
    - problems with validating the schema
  - Consideration of RFC 2151 is missing
  - relationship to IPPM round-trip delay metric needs to be discussed

- Many more nits and non-severe comments
Next Steps

- New version in April
- Do we need another WGLC?